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About This Game

STORY

Fame and glory for an hunter can be reached in only one way.
To obtain them you have to destroy one curse.

To fight the first curse Zyx has to reach the "Father's tower"

You will meet the curse of the unknown.

GAMEPLAY

Start your adventure and survive with your rifle!
it's the only thing you need to go on,useful against enemies and important to solve the puzzle-game sessions with lasers.

Run,Jump,Shoot Projectiles and Lasers to go on in this FUN and DIFFICULT platform/puzzle game
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I GOT THIS AND CANNOT PLAY IT ON MULTYPLAYER THANKS A BUNCH STEAM
. Worth checking out for sure, as I have yet to find anything quite like it.

The game features a persistant world where players battle it out for resources and eventual victory over the course of
days\/weeks. It uses basic rts elements and expands upon the strategy through time, space, and player interaction.

It is also being constantly updated, and upgraded and there is a good chance if you think a feature is missing it will be added
soon.

Highly recommend checking it out for some slower paced and social rts gaming, similar to a more drawn out risk experience in
a lot of ways. If you decide to give it a try, join the discord and start plotting your rise to power.. "All Games > Casual Games >
Night of the Shrub Part 1"

I wouldn't call this much of a game.. Stioll buggy, but that is to be expected for an early access game that is clearly being
developed by a garage team, or just a dude in a garage. That said, it is very fun, the concept is solid and the potential shines
through. Mine bugged out on the returns, so I had to keep shutting it down and reloadiong to tyry a different world, but still, the
potential for deathmatches in these spaces was clear, and would be a blast.

Combo downhill\/slalom with deathmatch thrown in, kind of like rollerderby with guns, would be a blast, among other things,
and I look forward to seeing how it progresses. Download it, have ten minutes of fun, then kep an eye on it over teh coming
months.

Dufusses who post negative reviews about an Early Access game not being fully realized and buggy should be banned from
Steam, not to mention the prat who gave a Not Recommended because he didn't have a VR headset yet. ID10T's aside, this is a
free game, and as such is worth every penny. In the future, I have high hopes.. i like htis game cause off the course graphiics it
brill beat any tiger woods for golf game on pc or xbox or ps 4 awsmn. Amazing game!!!. Like to Another world or Flashback
old classic style games. Beautiful hand drawing animations with nice story. Price is really Ok too.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=SupNvs3j23I

One Sole Purpose is a game that is unfortunately long on promise, short on execution which is shame because it looks highly
competent.. but there are so many glaring issues wiht the game, it's interface, and it's implimentation that in it's current form
there is no way I would recommend it to my viewers. See my video for a First Impressions recounting of my experience.

3\/10. What a great game! I expected a lot less than it was. Such a fun story and great ghosts. Not overly hard puzzles, very
logical which I love. Also, loved the calls to other movies and games through out (especially the lord of the rings nod) It took me
about 3 hours of game play (and i left it on while I went out for the day) and I still have the additional "quests". Thanks creators!
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Just began testing this game. I definitly feel a cool ghostly atmopshere in it and I would say that I am really amazed of the
difference it makes to apply low or higher settings with the lights and shadows being effective or not. My PC cannot run it
smoothly with the best setting just like Little Nightmares unfortunately. I'm pretty much convinced I would find it very
entertaining if I had a better machine.. She's so fluffy I'm gonna die!. I like the game and can see it go far, but they need to
improve the AI. the farmers for me sometimes dont place the plots and i cant make the beds. is it worth 25$ no i think its not
but its stell a good game.. i get motion sickness but its a huge rush i love it thanks for mking this .. I sought out this software
after OBS, Streamlabs, and a few other screen recording software just decided to stop working on my computer; And no tutorial
or advice could ge them working properly. I decided to try this software out, for I saw very little choice to do otherwise.

Quite frankly, I'm glad I did. It's easy to use, hasn't given me any Issues, and not to mention that is has everything I need from a
screen recording software. I'm glad I made the decsion to get this.

Would I recommend this software? Yes. However, there are free recording software out there. So I'd advise you try out those
first. But if you're looking for a Screen Recorder and don't mind the price, I do recommend CyberLink Screen Recorder 3..
Several achievements are buggy or just plain don't work. Gameplay is fairly good for a cheap game, except for the fact that the
double jump randomly decides not to work, which generally gets you killed. These should be relatively easy fixes, but until then
I can't recommend the game.. The concept itself is very good. A management game with lots of dark humor, a good
presentation, and a nice visual style. However the game is so plagued with bugs that you spend most of your time finding a way
arround the bugs, instead of actually having fun.

Still, you put up with the bugs and play. Then suddenly you have to start over again because your saved game became corrupted
(due to yet another bug) and you lost all your progress. There goes 10, 20, XX, hours of your time down the drain.

Updates are very few and far between. And there is no roadmap or even an updated change log to at least learn what has been
fixed in the beta branch (yes, this "fully released" game still has a beta branch), or when will the changes in beta be applied to
the main branch. So its very hard to have patience and hope that the game will be fixed and you will be able to enjoy it.

The bottomline: Its a damn shame. This game could be awesome! Instead its just a nearly unplayable, poorly updated
bugfest for wich there is no date in sight of when (or even if) it will be fixed and made playable.
Certainly NOT worth the asking price. Dont waste your money.
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